
He had his thumb urged upon her own and/ as well as her rest - taken and pressed to the arch of her body – a dell – the 
small valley - her slight hollowed frame that held (much) sound in this, here; her home.  
 
Had applied himself to her and cupping the cold of the vase, clear, cut, holding its shape and his own hand, here where 
his warmth (had been) pressed, hard, he was leaving a print that would soon be wiped with a cloth. As, and in the 
museum, his position afforded him this. 
 
And leaving her marked, or leaving her, shadowed, he covers her face for what is to come – dulling her gaze as this part 
he disrupts holds Proserpine/ Persephone - whichever way he knew her - before she came to be.  
 
With his thumb, presses on and tried to take her (in his) hand. He wants to gather those/ her posies before they fall, 
before she falls as she is posed here in pre-vision,  
 
The – just before.  And she’s falling now – in his sight and in mine and I cannot un learn that this (site) is her myth 
made multiple.  
 
That, that body cut in and suspended, dropping/ losing/ yes, loosing her flowers about her is hers (as I have known it). 
Yes, letting them loose as, and a moment later, she will be lost herself to another’s grasp- though (and once, again,) not 
by choice and neither chance.  
 
This is (as it was) in the moment before: before with his arms outstretched and tethered to horses, with his sparse drawn 
chariot I cannot believe – he stole her away.  
 
And (looking away) she is drawn, under and spun, out, on a wheel. As we imagine she falls to the floor or the water - 
below the line of the lake, the vase, this image and (finally) into his arms, hers is expression of action caught, in transition 
and with her pulling features at the threshold of the baroque.  
 
Crystal, reduced to a sheet as thin, brilliant, as glass – though it was not – and where his finger had lain, her body made 
by way of forcing an eloquent line on a hard material. Of scores relaying lights through planes and muscles pulled taught 
into sharper turns than truthfully is natural – all at once and in-stable elegance, in a style at odds with his own   
 
He takes his thumb from/ and thinks to return to the words of a friend, to conclusions drawn in – or is it from? - the 
moment before a struggle. 
 
Though- to these words - it is not so much that hers are remains of a movement that has already taken place1 as those 
of one enacting- 
 
He thought of his application as but a minor imposition and, (those of) his chief concerns considered were often and 
outwardly deemed to be minor.  His was an interest in detail and, in Vienna, all the while, it was taught to be immediate 
– right and, hands on, it was his to be custodian of such objects as this. 
 
Yes, and this is how he had her faced. Or at least, had stopped her here, his hand (now gloved and after his indiscretion) 
skimming the rim to turn it this and that to place it right to catch the moment (best) – some fewer scratches here and 
some more narrative.  
 
She had let her flowers slip from her grasp; and, in a manner, this is the crux. 
 
In a step, back, he catches a glance as she stands ahead of his own on a stand of her own of velvet and dark backed, 
ready – he steadies: his gaze, his hand and the camera.2 
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